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Handstand Flat Back Drills

dRi l l s  to sK i l l s

Here are a couple of drills for a good 
handstand flat back, and a strong vault overall:



  Fall to Horizontal and Hold with Spot:

•• Hold yourself up in a tight front support 

position.

•• Your coach should be standing either in 

front of you or alongside you.

•• Keeping your body in a tight position, fall 

forward to horizontal.

•• Your coach will hold your body at 

horizontal for a count of three so you 

get the feeling of hitting the horizontal 

position.

•• You can also do this drill without spot on 

a floor bar.
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  Fall Forward to Horizontal with Bungee:

•• What you need:  a bungee (therapy band 

or surgical tubing) tied to the base of the 

low bar so it rests behind your ankles 

when you are in a front support.

•• Hold yourself in a tight front support 

position.

•• With the bungee resting on the backs of 

your ankles, lean forward to horizontal.

•• As you lean forward, lift the backs of 

your legs up against the resistance of the 

bungee.

•• Be sure to keep a tight body and remain 

strong against the bungee.
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You can get more information on “Drills to 
Skills” by going to our Website or by subscribing 
to Gym Rats News, the official newsletter for 
the Gym Rats! Gym Rats News is a monthly 
newsletter that contains more information about 
gymnastics, gives you drills and tips on skills, has 
contests to enter, updates you on the upcoming 
books in the Gym Rats series and lets you share 
your gymnastics stories!

For more information, just visit
www.IrisBluPublishing.com.
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